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One night in the mid 90's, I was hanging out with my friend

Josh. He pulled out some vhs tapes his Dad purchased at a

garage sale earlier in the week. One of the tapes was a

Troma movie called. ..Rabid Grannies! We got about halfway

into the movie before I made Josh turn it off! It scared the

fuck out of me!
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The movie is about two wealthy Grandmothers who are having

a dual birthday party. Their family(who are a despicable bunch)

come to visit. During dinner, the grannies recieve a gift from

an estranged family member, possibly to make amends. We
find out that the family member was banished long ago for

practicing Satanism and Witchcraft.The gift is a simple wooden
box, but once the box was opened. ..all hell breaks lose!
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The grandmother's are transformed into demons. They kinda

resemble Freddy Krueger mixed with a cat. Actually that's

what the new Freddy(2010) looks like. Ridiculous, but still

rather frightening!
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The movie borders on comedy and horror. There are many
scenes where the movie mixes the two. This scene is of one of

the demon grannies trying to get into a room with a few of the

survivors. A little boy tosses Holy Water at the grandmother,

and you get this dialogue...

HOLY WATfR ONLY
WORKS IN THE MOV/IS.
LITTLE HORSES ASSl

One of the more horrific scenes happens when a Mother

ventures off to find her daughter (who had went to use the

restroom before all the horror started). Only to find her

daughter in the arms of one of the grannies, both legs ripped

off and totally in shock. If that weren't enough a dog is

chewing on one of the severed legs while the grannie

chuckles!
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